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Amazon product page filter

Problem definition: Many low quality and white label 'spam' brands, that also might deliver from
outside the EU and take long to arrive. As a customer, I prefer trustworthy, local, EU/DE brands over
Chinese/Alibaba 'copy & paste' white label products.

There is no filter and no insight into these vendors, seemingly intentionally designed by Amazon
to function this way of intransparency. The only method is to filter by name and at least reduce
the flood of spam products in listings (e.g. remove them from display via code).



ChatGPT is notoriously bad with
math. However, just judging each
individual question with 1|0,
and outputting raw data e.g. as
JSON, would then enable developers
to come to the proper conclusions.

This would be easy to realize via
the OpenAI API, and given the
performance being good enough,
this could be applied almost real time.

Thinking ahead: The results can be used
to target the website's elements that
contain 'undesired' data and hide or remove
it, on every user interaction as required.

Thinking far ahead: Using ChatGPTs LLM
ability to train a unique ownmodel, e.g. via
Tensorflow, that then understands the brand
name phonetics/ syntax on its own,
coming up with proper ratings much faster than
any external API. The compiled model of such
nature could be embedded in an application.

This example has been crafted for a particular
personal use case. However, it might be
challenging to apply it to a broader scale.

e.g. in the given use case, cryptic and Asian
sounding brands are determined as 'undesired',
just because from the fact, that this is often the
case for German consumers (speaking of fake
products, low quality, or waiting weeks until
products arrive). This partially biased judgement
might not apply to all scenarios, markets,
and also might blatantly filter totally
ok/ safe brands and products out of sight.

Prompt design process:

1. Analyze brands manually (good/ bad)
2. Figure out what is distinctive and descriptive
3. Research and expand own knowledge (here:
language phonetics about Asian, esp. Chinese)
4. Formulate prompt questions

Prompt design concept:
1. Get answer for a bunch of questions
with yes/ no as boolean values.
2. Output these as structured format for
proper data processing (e.g. JSON).
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